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Uno flip rules pdf

UNO FLIP plays like a normal UNO, except for two sides of the deck: the light side and the dark side. You start playing Light Side, but if someone is playing flip card, the deck is flipped over (as well as the cards in hand) and now everyone has to play off dark side cards. The Dark Side has different Action Cards with much stiffer penalties. The player must play dark side cards until
someone else plays another FLIP card and then play goes back to the Light Side, and so on until someone has played all the cards in hand, ending the round. As always, if you're the first player to get rid of all your cards around, then points cards for your opponents are left on hold. Points in the round accumulate and the first player to reach 500 points wins. Note: Don't forget to
score points, depending on which side (light or dark) the game ended. Components light side (white border): 18 Blue cards - 1-9 18 Green cards - 1-9 18 Red cards - 1-9 18 Yellow cards - 1-9 8 Draw One cards 8 Reverse cards 8 Skip cards 8 Flip 4 Wild Cards 4 Wild Draw Two map Dark Side (black Border): 18 Pink cards - 1-9 18 Teal cards - 1-9 18 Orange maps - 1-9 18
Purple maps - 1-9 8 Draw Five Cards 8 Reverse Maps 8 Skip Everyone maps 8 Flip 4 Wild Cards 4 Wild Draw Color Maps Setup Since the deck is two-sided, make sure that all cards on both sides are facing the same way: all Light Side cards facing one direction, all Dark Side cards facing the other way. Each player draws a map and then reveals light side; the highest number of
the pulling player is the dealer (count each card as zero). Distributor shuffles and deals with each player on 7 cards. Keep the maps light side in front of you and the Dark Side in front of your opponents. The rest of the deck is positioned with the face of the light side to form a tensile resin (the cards with the dark side remain upwards). The top card of the story heap is rotated to
start the throwing back (Light Side cards are up). The game Play Person on the left dealer will play. Whether you're playing on the light side or on the dark side, you'll need to fit your handcard on the card at the top of the discard pile, either by number, color or symbol (symbols represent action cards). If you do not have a card that corresponds to the pile in use, you must take a
card from the load pile. Note: If you add cards to your hand, make sure they face the same direction as the other cards in hand. For example, if you're currently playing Light Side, add new cards to your hand with the light side pointing at you. If the card you picked up can be played, you can put it down with the same turn. Otherwise, the playback will move to the next person. You
can also choose NOT to play the playable card on your hand. In this case, you must draw a map of the load pile. If it is playable, this card may be placed at the same turn, but you may not any other card. Action Cards Light Side Draw One Card If you play this card, the next player must make one card and miss your time. This card may only be presented in the corresponding color
or on another drawing map. If it appears at the beginning of the game, the same rule applies. The reverse tab When playing this card, the presentation direction returns (if the play is currently on the left, the play will change to the right and vice versa). This card may be presented only in the corresponding colour or on another reverse card. If this card appears at the beginning of
the game, the dealer will go first, then move left instead of right. Skip the card When playing this card, the next player has been skipped (loses your move). This card may only be presented in the corresponding color or on another skipped card. If an skip appears at the beginning of the game, the left-hand player will be skipped, so the player will start to leave the player. Wild Card
If you play this card, you can choose the color that will continue to play (any color including color to play before the Wild card was set). You can play wild card in your fold even if you have another playable card in hand. When the wild card is turned off at the beginning of the play, the person on the left of the dealer chooses the color that will continue to play. Wild Draw 2 Card
When you play this card, you can choose the color that will continue to play PLUS the next player must draw two cards draw a stake and lose your time. But there's a problem! This card can only be presented if you do not have another card that corresponds to the colour of the throwing stake (but it is acceptable to present this card if you have the corresponding number or action
cards). When you appear at the beginning of the play, return this card to the deck and choose another card. Note: If you suspect that the Wild Draw 2 card has been played to you illegally (i.e. the player has the corresponding card), then you can challenge that player. The contested player must show you (the challenger) his hand. If guilty, the contested player must draw 2 cards
instead of you. However, if the contested player is innocent, you must draw 2 cards PLUS 2 more cards (4 in total)! Flip Card When you play this card, all flips light side to the dark side. If the Flip card is played, flip over the Throw Pile (the card just played is now at the bottom), then Draw Pile, then everyone's hands must flip to the other side. This new side will remain in play until
another Flip card is played, making it again. This card may only be presented in the corresponding color or on another flip card. Dark Side Draw Five Card If you play this card, the next player must draw five cards and leave your own fold. This card may only be presented in the corresponding color or on another drawing map. The reverse card When the card is played, the
direction of play returns (if the right and vice versa). This card may be presented only in the corresponding colour or on another reverse card. Leave all the card when you play this card, all players are skipped (loses their times). Play then returns who put down the map. This card can only be presented with the corresponding color or on another Tab, Skip All. Wild Card If you play
this card, you can choose the color that will continue to play (any color including color to play before the Wild card was set). You can play wild card in your fold even if you have another playable card in hand. Wild Draw Color Card When you play this card, the next player must draw until they can color their choice (no matter how many cards they have to draw to do so) and lose
their time. But there's a problem! This card can only be presented if you do not have another card that corresponds to the colour of the throwing stake (but it is acceptable to present this card if you have the corresponding number or action cards). Note: If you suspect that the Wild Draw Color card is played to you illegally (i.e. the player has a matching card), then you can
challenge that player. The contested player must show you (the challenger) his hand. If guilty, the contested player must draw maps until they get the chosen color instead of you. However, if the contested player is innocent, you must draw maps until you get the selected color PLUS 2 more cards! Flip Card When you play this card, all flips from the Dark Side light side. If the Flip
card is played, flip over the Throw Pile (the card just played is now at the bottom), then Draw Pile, then everyone's hands must flip to the other side. This new side will remain in play until another Flip card is played, making it again. This card may only be presented in the corresponding color or on another flip card. Going Out Whether you play light side or Dark Side, if you play
your next-to-last card, you need to yell UNO (which means one) that indicates that you only have one card left. If you do not scream UNO and you are caught before the next player starts your fold, you need to draw two cards. If the player doesn't have any cards left, the circle is over. The points are scored and the game starts again. If the last round presented in the map is to draw
one, draw five, wild drawing two or wild draw color map, the next player must draw one, five, two or until they get the selected color card accordingly. These cards are counted when you sum points. If no player is by the time the DRAW stake is exhausted, the return stack will be remixed and played forward. Scoring the first player to get rid of your cards round can score all the
cards left on your opponents' hands as follows: All number cards (1-9): Face Value Draw One: 10 Points Draw Five: 20 Points Reverse: 20 Points Leave: 20 Points Leave Everyone: 30 Points Flip: 20 Points Wild: 40 Points Wild Draw Two: 50 Points Wild Draw 60 points If the score of the round is tallied, if no player has reached 500 points, reshuffle the cards and start a new round.
Note: Don't forget to score points, depending on which side (light or dark) the game ended. End of the game Winner is the first player to reach 500 points. Other Uno games Continue reading a report on this ad ad
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